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Following up on his earlier works, the rules of typical wisdom and the idea that of Nature,
Whitehead explains his replacement thought of relativity, which "cuts away the informal
heterogeneity" of Einstein's later theory. Dividing his ebook into 3 parts--General Principles,
actual Applications, and uncomplicated concept of Tensors--the author's arguments and
observations make the most of his personal exact mixture of nature, philosophy, and "the
previous department among physics and geometry." This work, first released in 1922, is key
analyzing for students, teachers, scientists, or somebody The Principle of Relativity attracted
The Principle of Relativity to the connection of physics to philosophy. English mathematician
and thinker ALFRED NORTH WHITEHEAD (1861-1947) contributed considerably to 20thcentury good judgment and metaphysics. With Bertrand Russell he cowrote the landmark
Principia Mathematica, and in addition authored the concept that of Nature, The functionality of
Reason, and procedure and Reality.
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